Apply for a Trade Skills Assessment and provide evidence
Apply and upload training and employment evidence online. Evidence **must** include either an Australian qualification (including a Statement of Results) or a current Australian licence.
Submit payment to Trades Recognition Australia.

**Stage 1: Evidence Review**
Assessor reviews training and employment evidence to ensure candidate has:
- sufficient employment experience
- an Australian qualification or current occupational licence related to their trade.

**Sufficient**
Sufficient evidence to progress to the next stage of assessment.

**Insufficient**
Insufficient evidence to progress to the next stage of assessment. Unsuccessful Stage 1 outcomes are reviewed by TRA.

**Candidate can:**
- accept decision (Application closed)
- apply for reassessment
- apply for a review.

**Stage 2: Technical Interview**
A qualified and experienced assessor will conduct a Technical Interview.
All Stage 2 assessment outcomes are reviewed by TRA.

**Successful Outcome**
Candidate receives:
- Successful Assessment Outcome Letter.

**Unsuccessful Outcome**
Candidate receives:
- Unsuccessful Assessment Outcome Letter.

**Candidate can:**
- accept decision (application closed)
- apply for reassessment
- undertake a review.